MORE CHOICES
In addition to giving you a choice of bait sizes, we can
offer customers other anti-coagulant or acute toxins
in the same bait matrix if necessary.

RODENT BAIT 20R
 Is a unique formulation which was developed under collaborative research carried out jointly with
our conservation agency partners.

Block, pellet or paste baits can also be manufactured
in other formulations to meet your particular requirements.

 Has been the common ingredient in a majority of
successful rodent eradication operations around
the world for more than a decade.

WE ARE EXPORTERS !
We export many tonnes of rodenticides every year and
manage delivery right to the destination port.
Our close relationship with freight agents, customs
agencies and shipping companies means that we can
land both LCLs (pallet loads) and FCLs (full container
loads) of bait in overseas countries at an extremely
competitive price. We also manage all the necessary
export and packaging documentation to ensure a rapid
customs clearance and release of consignments to our
customers.

 Has been used successfully in a wide range of latitudes, climates and habitat types throughout the
Atlantic, Pacific and Indian Oceans.
 Has positively contributed to pest control and
eradication programmes aimed at ecological restoration, crop protection, public health and maintaining quality tourism experiences.
 Is a cereal based pellet containing sweeteners and
attractants. It contains 0.002% brodifacoum and is
coloured green to reduce its visibility to some nontarget species.
 Does not contain any bitter substances such as
“Bitrex” which may cause a small percentage of
rodents to reject the bait.

The range of Pestoff Rodent Bait 20R sizes available.
Non-toxic baits can also be supplied in the same range.

Although Pestoff Rodent Bait 20R is the bait most
commonly used for broad scale baiting, Pestoff Rodent Blocks and Pestoff Dead Rat Café bait stations
regularly form part of the eradication package.
These chocolate flavoured blocks are extremely effective against both rats and mice and are most often
used around human habitation areas where pellet
broadcasting cannot be carried out.
Mouse-only bait stations which take blocks or pellet
baits are also available.

 Is available in a range of sizes including 5.5mm
diameter 0.6 gram, 10mm/2 gram, 16mm/7 gram
and 20mm/12 gram baits.

All full container load orders are packed on our own site
and we always take extra care to fit condensation proofing to protect the product from “container rain”.

 Can be packed in the standard 25 kg multi-wall paper bag, in plastic pails, or in other packaging of
your preference.
 Can be supplied as a non-toxic formulation for assessing bait uptake by both target and non-target
animals, measuring seasonal changes in bait palatability and longevity, and for spreader-bucket
calibration.

Above: Packing a forty foot shipping container with 14 tonnes
of bait for the British Forestry Commission

We provide regular updates to our customers regarding
progress with consignment production and delivery. We
also give free advice on the best conditions for transport
and storage of the bait.

Pestoff Rodent Blocks inside a Pestoff
Dead Rat Café bait station with lid removed.
Up to 16 blocks can be loaded into each station.

Our Whanganui factory is equidistant from three major
New Zealand export ports which ensures regular ontime shipping options can be provided.

THE COMPLETE PACKAGE

BAIT SPREADING CAPACITY
The Pestoff team supplies purpose-built bait spreader
buckets, tailor made to suit a particular helicopter or a
range of helicopter types. These buckets are suspended
on a standard cargo hook harness beneath the helicopter.
The bait spreader/spinner is V-belt driven by a 12HP to
15HP petrol motor and the bait flow control is managed by
compressed air ram and slide. All bucket to helicopter fittings are aircraft quality and wire-locked for added safety
and security.
Quotes can be provided for building and exporting plastic,
alloy or stainless spreader buckets of all capacities.

Plastic bucket with stainless
steel components

We can supply advice on your baiting projects covering application rates, bucket calibration, baiting strategies, quarantine requirements, bait storage, bait handling, and costs. Our staff have nearly 40 years experience in broad scale vertebrate pest control and
eradication operations using aircraft, mechanical
ground spreaders and hand
baiting. For those clients
who require it, we can arrange experienced contractors to plan and undertake
operations.

Egg plants on Fregate Island,
Seychelles after rat eradication
with Pestoff Rodent Bait 20R.

The bait station run with Pestoff.
Laucala Island Fiji.
Photo by Woody Reid.

Ship rat poisoned by Pestoff.
Curieuse Island, Seychelles.

Bait spreading operations on
Raoul Island, Kermadecs, NZ

Alloy bucket with alloy and
stainless steel components

Preparing for aerial baiting. Ile Chateau,
TAAF, Indian Ocean. Photo: Thierry Micol
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